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“By seeing London, I have seen as much of 
life as the world can show.” - Samuel Johnson

Maybe you’ve just moved to London, or 
maybe you’ve lived here your whole life. 
Either way there is a clear, and at times 
petrifying, difference between simply 
living in the Big Smoke and studying here 
- a line marked most often by the price of 
drinks and the quantity in which they are 
consumed. Still, this is a city of beginnings 
– Bowie and Adele, PopArt and the mini-
skirt, Bucks Fizz and the first ever vibrator 
(yes, I’m serious); London is teeming with 
opportunities for success, so many it can 
sometimes be confusing. This issue is filled 
with the best tips on how to get the most out 
of your time in London, not to mention info 
on the music you absolutely have to check 
out while you’re here.  
 
       Overwhelmed? Don’t be. Start here.

MUST DO:
Sin Bin - Queens London
Halloween is over now, and 
winter is upon us - but if 
you’re not quite ready for 
mulled wine and Christmas 
carols, then the Sin Bin is 
essential. Queens presents 
the UK’s first skate-up rinkside 
bar, including cocktails, 
competitive curling and more. 
17 Queensway, Bayswater, 
W2.

Shout out to those who’ve worked on this 
month’s new look of our classic student 
magazine for the academic year, especially 
Music Journalism students on design and sub-
editing duties: Larissa, Libby, Ashley, Isabella, 
Maria and Connor. Get to know the LDN 
team and other MJ student contributors via 
the mugshots on the left.

Abi Scaife

MUST HEAR:  
Shallow - Bradley Cooper, 
Lady Gaga
The leader from the 
soundtrack to movie 
A Star Is Born is an 
impassioned duet and 
a necessary listen for 
fans of country music, or 
those in search of a new 
karaoke go-to.

MUST SEE:  
Tina - The Tina Turner 
Musical
Chronicling the life of one 
of the greatest voices the 
world has ever known, it’s a 
must see for all music lovers. 
Featuring greatest hits 
‘Proud Mary’ and ‘Simply 
The Best’, you’ll struggle not 
to sing your way through 
this brilliantly staged look 
into the life of a woman that 
history will never forget. 
tinathemusical.comA B I ' S  P I C K S
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THE REBIRTH OF 
     YOU ME AT 

Following five albums reaching the Top 10 UK 
charts, You Me At Six are back with

their most experimental work yet. 

Guitarist Max Helyer gives 
Nargis Borhan a look into the 

making of the album VI...

PHOTOS: JORDAN CURTIS HUGHES



In October, You Me At Six released their sixth studio album, VI, which coincidentally, 
has debuted at number six on the UK Official Albums Chart. With a fuse of genres 
intertwined in this record, the five-piece have taken an adventurous route; not afraid 
to mix in electronic, pop and indie influences while still keeping that You Me At Six 
rock twang we all know and love.

WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT THIS RECORD COMPARED TO THE 
PREVIOUS ONES?

It has more of a collaborative ethos across the record as a good 
majority of it was co-written - half with songwriters and half us as the 
band. That’s more work than we’ve ever done working with other 
people outside of the band which has opened up the style of 
songwriting we can do. When you’ve been a band for over 10 years, 
and you’ve written the songs together all that time… as a musician you 
always want to learn and try and enhance how to be a better 
songwriter. Working with different songwriters on this record has 
helped us go further into trying new styles of music inside 
You Me At Six.

YOU FINISHED THE ALBUM IN MAY. DID YOU FACE ANY 
DIFFICULTIES MAKING IT?

Not really - it was an enjoyable experience making this record. We 
started writing for it last summer, and as you normally do when you 
start making a record, you’ve gotta make a fair few songs to get into 
the good body of work that you’re creating at that time. The majority 
of this record is written from November till January/February of 2017 
going into 2018. It’s quite a quick turnaround on the songs being 
created and making the record. We spent a month and a bit in a 
recording studio recording the songs and it was mixed and mastered 
pretty quickly. That’s really important in this day and age because of 
how people consume music now.

WHAT WERE YOUR INFLUENCES FOR THIS ALBUM?

The most important things to us is when we listen to music are: has it 
got a really good groove? A great melody? Is it catchy and enjoyable 
to listen to? With the first two songs we released (‘3AM’ and ‘Fast 
Forward’) we wanted to show the light and the shade of the album. 
We didn’t want to put one song out for everybody to go ‘Oh, it’s 
gonna be that kind of style record’ - we wanted it to be like ‘No this is 
just You Me At Six’. This is the kind of music that we like to make and 
if that is a rockier upbeat song, to ‘Fast Forward’, to a little more of a 
summer vibe, have a few drinks in the park with ‘3AM’ enjoying 
yourself. We’re into all styles of music and something we wanted to 
achieve on this record was not being scared of bringing influences and 
different styles of music that we like but merging it with that distinct You 
Me At Six sound.

YOU MADE THE ALBUM IN ENGLAND RATHER THAN GOING 
TO AMERICA, WHY IS THAT?

We recorded our last three in America and as a band we decided we 
wanted to make another record in England again. It’s been a great 
experience making records in America, and we worked with some great 
producers and in great studios, but this time we wanted to make it at 
home. We were all pretty clear at the offset that we wanted a home 
setup - English producer and mixer as well. It’s a real English record 
for us, something we hadn’t done for years.

YOU ME AT SIX
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HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT PICKING A SETLIST FOR TOUR?

We take a mixture of suggestions. We’re on our sixth record and have 
a lot of material in the back catalogue that we can play. There are key 
songs that we choose - staple songs that stay in the set that we always 
play but throw some mixtures of album songs into it. It depends on the 
festival as well. There’s not really many bands like us because we can 
go play Download but we can also play Isle of Wight, V, Reading and 
Leeds. We can go between different-genre festivals and be that one 
band that plays them all because of the amount of songs we’ve got in 
our back catalogue. It’s nice to know what people would want to hear, 
because sometimes you can get caught up in your own headspace.

If they are musicians trying to become a band it’s definitely a lot more 
difficult in this day and age. It’s all about having a bit of a 
gameplan around what you want to do and what you want to achieve. 
Rome wasn’t built in a day and I mean that in terms of, ‘don’t expect it 
to be the biggest thing straight away’ because it takes time to become a 
musician and as artists to grow and develop. Be confident and be 
happy with what you’re doing. Try and progress as much as you can 
and learn from as many people about the industry that you can. The 
number one thing is to enjoy what you do. If you don’t enjoy the style of 
music you’re making, or in general in life if you don’t like what you’re 
doing, you don’t have to do it. 

You can go and do something else and don’t feel like you have to be 
pigeon-holed and restricted. Life is too short. You’ve got to go out and 
do stuff that makes you happy, that’s gonna give you life experiences. 
If that’s becoming a musician, travelling, becoming a painter or pho-
tographer, if that’s what makes you happy that’s when you’re going to 
get the best results.
 

Album VI is out now. YMAS are touring the UK with shows at London’s O2 Academy 
Brixton on the 30th of November, 2nd and 3rd of December. 

THERE ARE GOING TO BE STUDENTS READING THIS THAT ARE 
IN A BAND OR WANTING TO START ONE. 
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE THEM?

“Working with different songwriters on this record has helped us go further 
into trying new styles of music inside You Me At Six”

QUICK FIRE
Favourite meal? Spaghetti Bolognese.

Favourite song right now? ‘Blue Lights’ by Jorja Smith.

Last person you sent a text to? My fiancé.

Your coffee order? A cappuccino.

Favourite Marvel movie? From what I’ve seen so far, 
Captain America Civil War.

Chocolate or sweets? Chocolate by a country mile. 

Morning or night person? I used to be a night person but I’m 
way more [of] a morning person now.

What’s your biggest addiction? Music.

Favourite beverage? You can’t beat a gin and tonic.

What did you have for breakfast? 
A slice of toast with butter. Very bland and boring.

Last song you listened to? ‘4th Dimension’ by Kanye West & 
Kid Cudi ft. Louis Prima Kids See Ghosts.



R   A   P  
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A L T - R & B 

I N D I E - I S H 

NARGIS BORHAN
If you’re in the mood for pop hits or a bit of pop punk, there’s something here for 
you. I’ve compiled a list of five tracks that I’ve been loving this year, check them out.

 YOUNG BLOOD - 5 SECONDS OF SUMMER | IN MY BLOOD - SHAWN MENDES 
3AM - YOU ME AT SIX | HAVE I TOLD YOU ENOUGH - MOOSE BLOOD 

SAY AMEN (SATURDAY NIGHT) - PANIC! AT THE DISCO

My favourite genre right now is R&B. Next week, it could be pop or jazz - who knows?
Being a jack of all trades is nothing to be ashamed of. In fact, it’s the best way to be. Alt-R&B 
(no, that doesn’t include Chris Brown or Drake) is on the up, so here’s who to listen out for. 

SOMETHING TELLS ME - BRYSON TILLER | THE WEEKEND - SZA 
SWITCH - ROY WOODS | TALK 2 U - BRENT FAIYAZ | LAY UP - ELLA MAI

LIBBY LONG

PHIL GIOURAS 
“Rap hasn’t been good since the 90s”. I can’t count how many times I’ve been told 

that. Well, here’s my rebuttal. I’ve put together five of my favourite modern rap 
songs with a slight twist. Below you’ll find a selection of under-appreciated tracks you 

hopefully won’t know, by artists that you definitely do.

DEVIL IN A NEW DRESS - KANYE WEST Ft. RICK ROSS | 6PM IN NEW YORK - DRAKE 
GOD - KENDRICK LAMAR | FREAKS AND GEEKS - CHILDISH GAMBINO 

HEADLIGHTS -  EMINEM Ft. NATE REUSS

LARISSA 
HARRINGTON

Being a fan of different genres of music, when it comes to recommending something, I usually 
provide an array of genres rather than just one. I’ve tried to keep these loosely related - the first 

track is a mix of rock and rap though! These are some of the artists I’m currently listening to.

RELEASE THE HOUNDS - THE LAFONTAINES | SHE’S A HURRICANE - BEACH RIOT 
ACTORS - DON  BROCO |  VUKOVI  - BOY GEORGE   

21ST CENTURY LIABILITY - YUNGBLUD

The beauty of studying at BIMM London is gaining access to one of the most 
vibrant music hubs around, housing students of all backgrounds who bring an 
eclectic mix of tastes to the table. Here’s a collection of tracks the editorial 
team have picked up on that they believe should be on everyone’s radar.

pass the aux
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The Scotland-born singer spares some time from her busy schedule 
to talk to Libby Long about touring America, hit single ‘Loyal to Me’, 
smashing up the music industry and her split from a major label.

Did you know that singer-
songwriter turned pop 
princess Nina Nesbitt has 
size three feet and often 

walks on her tiptoes? Us neither.

“She’s just getting out of a 
lift,” says Nina’s PR. “Is your 
car there?” he asks her. “Here 
it is! Right, I’m opening the car 
door… and I’m in!”

Life is hectic when you’re 
touring America, promoting a 
new single to radio and doing 
writing sessions. Nina has been 
travelling from Hollywood 
to Phoenix, staying in more 
Airbnbs than you can count and 
attending multiple meetings; but 
this all comes as second nature 
to her now.

“It’s going to be about 26 
degrees today,” she chirps. 
Lucky for some, as it’s so 
cold back home. Supporting 
American singer MAX on tour is 
just a warm up for Nina as she 
prepares for her own headline 
tour in the US. Not forgetting 
her loyal European fans, of 
course, who will have their 
own opportunities to watch the 
singer live this Autumn.

Life in the States is sweet 
for the singer. “There are no 
preconceptions,” she explains. 
Establishing her music career 
on the basis of an acoustic 
guitar has left somewhat of an 
expectation back in the UK, but 
her previous work has not quite 
travelled across the seas. “I’m 
like a brand new artist here… 
people are very open minded.”  
Winning over a crowd is quite 
an achievement in Britain, Nina 
explains, whereas in America 
people want to like the artist, 
making for a much warmer 
atmosphere at shows.

Such pleasant audiences 
are allowing the singer to 
really play up to the crowds, 
oozing confidence from past 
experience in the UK. Teaching 
them lyrics to her newest 
single, ‘Loyal to Me’ and 
pitting pop megastars Britney 
Spears and Justin Timberlake 
against each other are 
amongst Nina’s onstage antics. 
“Every single night it’s been 
team Britney - so far.”

A cover of Britney’s ‘Toxic’ 
made its way onto the tour 
setlist following fan comments 
suggesting the similarities 
between the pair. “I’ll take 
it,” Nina laughs. She recently 
covered Timberlake’s ‘Cry Me a 
River’ for Spotify, which aided 
in gaining support from the 
streaming platform. Adding to 
this, New York’s Times Square 
hosted just one of a number of 
notable promotional billboards 
for ‘Loyal to Me’.

The track, a 90s influenced 
girl-power R&B anthem, edged 
its way onto US radio – quite 
the achievement considering 
America’s vast 4000 plus radio 
stations. On the other side of 
the Atlantic, the single is gaining 
just as much airplay support, 
with BBC Radio 2 A-listing it. A 
live session with the station had 
Nina’s nerves on edge, since she 
has never had a song playlisted 
before. Sailing through the 
performance opened her up to a 
brand new audience.

Influenced by girl bands 
Destiny’s Child and TLC, Nina 
confesses ‘Loyal To Me’ started 
out as “a bit of fun”. Trying her 
hand at R&B shows a new side 
to the songwriter that suits her 
nicely. Admitting she initially 
wrote the song for a SyCo act 
(“not psycho… like the label 
SyCo!”), Nina kept the song for 
herself to add a new dynamic 
to the upcoming album. She 
explains: “I wanted to put a 
few bangers on [the album] so 
people who didn’t want to delve 
that deep could still enjoy it.”

 
Nina didn’t just step out of 

her comfort zone musically. 
The accompanying music video 
sees the singer try her hand at 
dance, more specifically, ballet. 
Making it into the Scottish team 
for gymnastics as a child was 
going to come in useful at some 
point in life, let’s be honest. “I 
cannot dance to save myself, 
but I’ve always loved ballet,” 
Nina states, before explaining 
that a lot of her gymnastic 
training included ballet exercises. 
Another special skill of Nina’s is 
walking on her tiptoes. 

“I’ve got size three feet so I 
think that’s why it’s quite easy 

for me to do.” Even though 
her friends think it’s weird, this 
particular talent proved useful 
for the pointe technique required 
for the video. An aesthetically 
pleasing melange of nudes and 
pinks paired with a sass-filled 
dance routine makes for the 
perfect contemporary pop video. 
Despite such success, four days 
of pointe practise was enough 
for Nina. Maybe Strictly Come 
Dancing is on the cards? “No… 
not now!” – shame!

 
Drawing a line under her 

previous singer-songwriter 
archetype, years of experience 
in the music industry has helped 
Nina form her infectious pop 
sound. Turning the focus away 
from lyricism and towards 
melody has been the key. 
“The rest of the world doesn’t 
speak English, so how is music 
travelling?” The singer asked 
herself this following multiple 
writing sessions with industry 
professionals in the early stages 
of her career. Looking at how 
others consume music has 
been pivotal in defining Nina’s 
songwriting skills.

Another milestone was Nina’s 
decision to leave a major record 
label deal in favour of a more 
independent approach. Musical 
freedom was crucial to the 
singer’s decision, and so far 
she says; “it’s been an absolute 
dream” having signed a global 
artist services deal with Cooking 
Vinyl. “I just hand the music in 
and they go ‘Cool, I love it’. 
Creatively, I can do whatever I 
want.” She’s enlightened and it 
certainly seems to be working.

With a new, pop-infused album 
due out early next year and a 
follow-up to ‘Loyal to Me’ on the 
horizon, Nina is working hard 
on building a new reputation 
on both home soil and abroad. 
What should we expect on her 
upcoming album? According 
to Nina, “relationships, career 
ambitions, depression, anxiety, 
and friends having babies.”

‘Loyal To Me’ is out now. 
Catch Nina on tour at the O2 
Shepherd’s Bush Empire on 
the 13th of Novemeber.
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CREATIVELY,
I CAN DO

WHATEVER
I WANT.

“

“
pointe.

right on
NINA NESBITT
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venues, 
drinks, food 

and extremely misc
There is an endless list of stuff to see and do in London (not just drinking) 

including the select venues and shenanigans listed below. This is a curated and 
comprehensive guide of exciting things to do, from seeing your favourite bands 

live in the best venues to skiing in the heart of London.

THE ROUNDHOUSE,  
Camden
THE ROUNDHOUSE,  
Camden

10 / FRESH

ALEXANDRA PALACE, 
North London

ALEXANDRA PALACE, 
North London

Who wouldn’t want to go to a gig in a palace? 
Stunning views, albeit thanks to a massive 
uphill struggle that somehow doesn’t seem so 
bad when you’re walking back down a few 
beers later. The food and merchandise court 
give a festival vibe, minus the mud and port-a-
loos. With perfect acoustics, it’s a win-win. 

My best gig here: Don Broco’s masterclass in 
head-banging, mosh-pitting indie-rock. The 
four-piece’s unique feel personified the 
Alexandra Palace. 

Recommended by: Libby / @libbylongg

The Roundhouse is an iconic 
piece of music history...

The Roundhouse is an iconic piece of music 
history. The former railway engine shed turned 
music venue has had everyone from The Rolling 
Stones to Katy Perry perform in its harmonious 
space. It’s got great visibility and sound 
wherever you’re stood - mix in easy transport 
routes and you’ve got the perfect venue. 

My best gig here: So many memories, but 
the standout must be a gloriously intimate 
and career-spanning set from iconic indie act 
Radiohead in 2016. 

Recommended by: Philip / @philipgiouras
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THE BORDERLINE,
Soho
A small venue that’s intimate and has a bar by 
the stage so you’re never far from the action. 
The Borderline has a decent sound system for 
any need, from booking shows and playing or 
just going as a fan. The fact it’s underground 
works in its favour in terms of atmosphere - they 
also put on club nights that are relatively cheap 
(a rare win for such a central location)!

My best gig here: Astroid Boys in 2015 with 
support from Manga, Neverland Clan and 
Grove Street Families. The mix of hip-hop, 
grime and hardcore showed off the potential of 
the venue and it’s easy to get up on stage and 
stage dive for those thrillseekers.

Recommended by: Ashley / @ashleyswhall

THE BORDERLINE,
Soho

CHEL-SKI,
Fulham

Chel-Ski is London’s largest indoor ski centre 
with the best hi-tech slopes. It’s a fun place 
to learn how to ski or snowboard during the 
year - not just in ski season! Off the slopes, 
the Alpine Bar is the perfect place to relax 
and enjoy something to eat or drink. 

Tip: Call reception for the 10% Student 
Discount and provide student ID on arrival.

Recommended by: Larissa / @larissaharring

CHEL-SKI,
Fulham

This quirky bar situated on North End Road 
has a daily happy hour… that lasts five hours! 
Most drinks are cheap and can be as low as 
£2.50 for bottled beer. Save some money, 
play some pool and hit the retro video game 
consoles around the room. 

Tip: Happy Hour is ALL the time if you show 
your BIMM student ID. 

Recommended by: Ashley / @ashleyswhall

SIMMONS BAR,
Fulham

SIMMONS BAR,
Fulham



Today Tix offers the ability to
 buy tickets 30 days in advance
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This particular south London venue is mesmerising 
in its size and beautiful architecture inside and 
out. Pair this with an incredible music act and 
fantastic sound and you are guaranteed to have 
the best night.

My best gig here: The xx raised the bar for 
everyone. The staging and lighting were insane 
and the band became one with the crowd.

Recommended by: Maria / @MariaGalea

O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON,
South London

O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON,
South London

ZAPSPACE,
Activity/Bar - Stratford 
Have a day out at this multi-storey trampoline park 
and bounce to your heart’s content with loads of 
different sections. Also mocking up as a bar on the 
top floor, combine that with the trampolines and 
you’ve got yourself a different kind of student night. 

Tip: Don’t underestimate the stamina needed for a 
one-hour bounce session here. And save dinner 
for afterwards. 

Recommended by: Ashley / @ashleyswhall

ZAPSPACE,
Activity/Bar - Stratford 

TODAY TIX, 
App - theatre tickets

Today Tix offers the ability to buy tickets up to 30 
days in advance at the best prices. It also gives you 
the chance to win front row tickets for no more than 
£25, alongside £20 ‘Rush Tickets’ every Monday 
for selected shows.

Tip: Live your best art-appreciating life in HD as the 
app does not offer any restricted views!

Recommended by: Maria / @MariaGalea

TODAY TIX, 
App - theatre tickets
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CANDI - VOCALS, ORGAN   JOE - BASS  SAM - DRUMS
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Brighton group Lazybones mix fuzzy pop punk melodies with an edgy rock style and 
the result is an exciting and fun new sound. Following a sold-out launch gig for brand 
new single ‘Heart Beat Like A Drum’ at Brighton’s Green Door Store, Philip Giouras 
spoke to front woman Candi to find out what inspires them, the challenges of running 

a DIY band and how they’re bringing back the zine.

HOW DID LAZYBONES COME 
TOGETHER?

We were all in other bands around Brighton 
last year, our different groups ended up playing 
shows together. We kind of knew of each other 
from mutual friends. One day I saw Joe 
(now LB bass player) at a gig and we went for 
a drink because we were both the driving forces 
in our previous bands, the people who want to 
progress career-wise compared to playing 
music as more of a hobby. Not to say it’s not 
totally fine if you want to do that - it still brings 
joy to people! It’s just that this is the only option 
that Joe and Sam (LB drummer) and I can see 
for ourselves, which is kind of scary! Joe and I 
started writing, then we got Sam involved 
because he’s a great drummer. So really, 
drinking was the start!

FOR ANYONE THAT HASN’T HEARD OF 
LAZYBONES, HOW WOULD YOU 
DESCRIBE YOUR SOUND IN A SENTENCE?

That’s the million-dollar question! I would say 
Lazybones is two minutes of fast, punky riffs 
with a pop edge you can dance to. The whole 
idea behind it is that the music is punky and 
rocky because that’s what we’re into, but we 
want people to dance and just feel joy and want 
them to smile when they listen to it. It’s not 
supposed to be this big emotional experience, 
we just want people to enjoy it how we enjoy it.

IS THAT THE SORT OF SOUND THE REST 
OF THE EP WILL TAKE?

Yes, the EP is going to come out in January next 
year, which is going to be really exciting! I can’t 
wait for people to hear it. Overall, it’s still kind 
of as trashy and garagey as our older stuff but 
the songs in my opinion are a step up. There’s 
a little more variety in terms of vocals; but 
essentially, it’s just four songs you can whack 
on and have a dance to around your living 
room, sing along to with your mates and just 
replay, replay, replay!

YOU’RE CURRENTLY RELEASING YOUR 
MUSIC THROUGH PLEDGE...

Yes! PledgeMusic and PRS Foundation awarded 
us as part of the Emerging Artists Fund 
partnership, which is amazing - we’re putting 
that financial support alongside our 
crowdfunding to help get the EP out. There’s no 
smoke and mirrors - we do all our own 
social media and book all the gigs ourselves. 
Our friend Will Chidlow has made the video for 
the new single and the artwork was made by 
Illwookie. We try and keep it with our creative 
friends because we want to keep them with us 
and create something together. The Lazybones 
operation isn’t made of money; we’re not 
millionaires and work with what we have. If we 
can be creative and have a really good final 
product that makes people laugh and helps put 
across our friendly personality then that’s all we 
can ask for.

ONE OF YOUR PLEDGE REWARDS IS 
ZINES - THAT’S VERY RETRO! HAS THAT 
BEEN INFLUENCED BY THE BANDS YOU 
LOVED GROWING UP?

Definitely! Sam is into post-hardcore and punk 
so he used to always get local zines. It’s 
something that we’ve noticed - especially in 
London - is coming back. We Can Do It Records; 
they’ve released their own zine, we saw it and 
we were like “Yes! It’s a throwback.” 
I used to collect Kerrang! magazine until there 
were stacks and stacks in my room and even 
though they’re not zines, that was the only way 
I could possibly consume that amount of music. 
A 50-minute window of reading a magazine 
back to back. It’s also another way for us to 
say, “Here’s a little part of us, we have really 
good fun and we want to share this with you”, 
like I was talking about our personality. With 
the whole Pledge campaign itself, we wanted 
everything to be something we ourselves would 
be like “That’s really cool I want to own that.” 
Hopefully, when we do get bigger, it’ll be 
“Ah shit, I’ve really invested in that band.”

THERE’S STILL A BIG INTEREST IN 
PHYSICAL MEDIA LIKE VINYL AND ZINES 
BUT NOW WITH STREAMING SO 
DOMINANT HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE 
TRADITIONAL METHODS OF LISTENING 
TO MUSIC SUCH AS RADIO STILL? 

It’s still massively important. Streaming is huge, 
but people still listen to radio; they still want to 
find out about new music. Sometimes the 
problems with things like Spotify is that there’s 
too much on there. How can you find out what’s 
right for you? Not to mention, anyone can put 
anything on there, so there is the argument of 
quality vs quantity. That’s why people listen 
to programmes like John Kennedy on Radio X 
and Elise Cobain on Amazing Radio who really 
championed our last single, which was so 
important. People listen to them because they 
trust them to find them more music related to the 
genre they like. Radio is absolutely necessary! 
We can’t let it die - don’t let it die!

WHAT MUSIC INFLUENCED YOU?

All three of us have quite different tastes in 
music. I really, really love Skunk Anansie. I 
love Skin. She is my idol and I love her as a 
frontwoman, she’s incredible and I love how 
melodic the songs are. But then I listened to a 
lot of pop growing up so that’s where my 
background has been in. Then there is the 
heavier side all of us - Sam is into more punk, 
we’re both obsessed with Against Me!, Joe is 
into the more different stuff like King 
Gizzard and The Lizard Wizard but he also 
loves Chas and Dave. Also, how could I forget 
Debbie Harry and Blondie, of course. As you 
can tell, I’m more female-influenced where Joe 
is more blues and Sam is heavy rock.

FOR LONDON MUSIC FANS READING 
THIS, WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE VENUE 
TO PLAY?

The one I enjoy going to the most, by far, is 
Brixton Academy. I flipping love that place;
I saw my first gig there when I was 14 and it’s 
been my dream to play it ever since. 
I love the slanted floor and design - the sound’s 
always good too. It’s a dream venue to 
go to as a gig-goer. I’ve seen so many of 
my favourite bands there so it just feels so
 special. In terms of playing, I’d say The Black 
Heart in Camden. I remember it being 
air-conditoned in the heatwave, it was like a 
dream. When playing it, the sound was great 
and everyone there was rocking.
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You can catch Lazybones play Tufnell 
Park’s Aces and Eights Saloon Bar on 

the 9th of November
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TEAM 
PICTURE
Recital
Team Picture describe their 
sound as ‘exit music for 
a fictional 80s coming-of-
age movie’ - a description 
I simply can’t top. Their 

debut EP, Recital, is a mini-masterpiece split in two. The first three-
and-a-half songs rely more on 70s and 80s synth-pop sounds, 
whilst the second half hides more chaotic tunes. However, thanks 
to the brilliant melodies and creative percussion, even poppier 
songs like ‘Strange Year’ hit you with the energy of a Royal Blood 
record. The Leeds-based six-piece show a true variety of musical 
influences, from cheesy 80s pop to the Radiohead-esque intro 
of ‘(I Want Your) Life Hack’. The same song also offers a dark, 
almost industrial bassline, while ‘Break Yr Heart’ has some sharp 
shoegaze riffing, as well as an incredible ending, reminiscent of 
European alt rock from the 90s. Team Picture are masters of their 
craft; I suggest you check them out in a club before they explode.

Dom Gargyan

TWENTY ONE PILOTS 
O2 Academy Brixton
Picture this... the lights are off and amidst the darkness there are hundreds of fans dressed in khaki 
adorned with yellow tape accents. Drummer Josh Dun enters the stage in a black mask and is 
carrying a flaming torch. A car is abruptly lit on fire just behind him; all eyes are hypnotised to the 
centre stage as frontman Tyler Joseph opens the show with ‘Jumpsuit’. This is Twenty One Pilots: A 
Complete Diversion. The Ohio duo make their comeback, after being M.I.A, with their first live show 
in over a year; a sold-out, exclusive and intimate show at O2 Academy Brixton. Fans are treated to 
a 13-track setlist where they are able to experience the pair play familiar songs from their previous 
albums, such as ‘Lane Boy’, ‘Stressed Out’, ‘Ride’ and ‘Car Radio’, as well as debuts of singles from 
their new record, Trench: ‘Jumpsuit’, ‘Levitate’, ‘Nico and the Niners’ and ‘My Blood’. The energy in 

the venue is electrifying; the sound of fans singing 
along almost drowns out Tyler’s vocals, as every 
word is sung with an undying passion. Keeping 
up tradition, Tyler climbs on speakers, flips off a 
burning car, Josh performs a drum solo while he 
and his drum kit are held up by the crowd; the 
Twenty One Pilots most are familiar with. The night 
ends with ‘Trees’, although not with the traditional 
red and white Blurryface era confetti; instead, an 
explosion of yellow confetti matching the aesthetic 
of the new record; the mark of a new era for 
Twenty One Pilots.

Nargis Borhan
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The Stage 
(YouTube 
series)

Painfully raw, BTS: Burn The 
Stage is an online video 
release by world-renowned 
K-Pop band BTS. The series 
covers the 300-day period 
of one of their sold-out world 
tours, providing the most 
intimate look at backstage life 
in the K-Pop industry yet.
Covering (almost 
uncomfortably) personal 
events, cameras follow the 
seven young men of BTS 
everywhere; documenting 
everything from a heated 
argument between two 
members to the heart-
wrenching moment in which 
youngest member Jungkook 
faints during a show. Whether 
you agree with the intrusive 
filming or not, this incredible 
journey serves as a brutally 
honest documentary as to 
what it is truly like behind 
the scenes for K-Pop artists. 
Encompassing eight short 
episodes, it is nonetheless a 
powerful show and a perfect 
watch for anyone interested 
in the group, or in taking a 
closer look at life and the 
intense pressure behind the 
scenes of a world- conquering 
pop band.

Abi Scaife

HAMILTON: AN AMERICAN MUSICAL
Victoria Palace Theatre, London
Last November, London’s West End opened its doors to 
theatre’s latest phenomenon. Hamilton: An American 
Musical is a hip-hop musical which tells the story of 
Alexander Hamilton (Jamael Westman), the lesser-known 
founding father of America. Born out of wedlock and later 
orphaned at 12 years old, he emigrates to America and 
climbs his way up the social ladder to become George 
Washington’s (Obiama guoala) right-hand man as he 
helps the nited States achieve its independence. The 
tale is told through a perfect fusion of hip-hop and R&B 
music, as well as some more traditional show tunes; such 
as ‘What’d I Miss ’ and ‘It’s uiet ptown’. The original 
West End production is diversely cast and outstanding. 
The show really brings something for everyone. From 

hip-hop references in ‘My Shot’ and ‘Ten 
Duel Commandments’ to King eorge III’s 
(Michael Jibson) Beatles- inspired appearances, 
you are guaranteed to get lost in Hamilton’s 
affairs  especially that with Aaron Burr ( iles 
Terera). Three top things to look out for are 
the impeccable harmonies, unimaginably well-
thought lyrics and the two rap battles. Tickets 
might be hard to get, but the app offers £10 
lottery tickets.

Maria Galea

A$AP ROCKY
A$AP FOREVER ft. MOBY
They talkin’ down on my name, 

don’t let ‘em run off with the 
game,  is how A AP Rocky 
begins the intro to his lucid 
and dreamlike single, ‘A AP 
Forever’, from his newest album, 

Testing. This four minute journey of seamless production 
was moulded by the hands of long-time collaborator 
Hector Delgado, and paired with classic Rocky bars, 
this is a perfect intro track that sets the tone for another 
impeccable A AP album. Spacious drums, orchestral 
strings and ethereal piano sampled from Moby’s 1991 
track, ‘Porcelain’, accompany Rocky’s lyrics, giving 
reference to friends and fashion and all blended together 
in the most gracious of ways, making this one of the best 
tracks Rocky has made to date. A subtle outro bringing 
in the original drums of ‘Porcelain’ guides you into a 
dreamworld of eloquent lyrics and delicate melodies. 
Along with the video directed by Dexter Navy that feels 
more like a short film, take some time to check this one out 
and enjoy the rest of Testing while you’re at it.

Tom Dodkins
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Music Business graduate Amy 
Baker bagged a job at one of the 
world’s biggest media companies. 

A Junior Music Media License 
Coordinator at MTV, Amy gives 

Libby Long the lowdown on 
industry life and BIMM wisdoms.

BIMM AMPLIFY/
WONDRMAKR

The luckiest of readers out there 
- the ones that attend BIMM - 
should really listen up here. BIMM 
Amplify is back and you should 
know what this means. Students 
from every discipline can meet 
with each other to form teams 
(or groups, whichever syntax you 
prefer) and propel one another to 
their preferred destination, be it 
stardom or otherwise.

Along with the celebrated 
program continuing, an app has 
been recently introduced that 
can run perfectly alongside it: 
Wondrmakr. The app is designed 
to help creators connect with one 
another and build a team with a 
goal to bettering each member - 
just like BIMM Amplify.
 
“By helping creators make 
better connections, find better 
opportunities, and build better 
teams, Wondrmarkr is determined 
to remove the barriers - social, 
financial, or other - that stop 
so many creators fulfilling their 
potential” - Wondrmakr founder 
and CEO Ian Mack.

What is a day in the life of Amy like?
Working for an entertainment company that deals 
with music and TV is great because I get to work 
on lots of different projects and build relationships 
across the business. My role within MTV involves 
working directly with artists and management on 
contracts for guest appearances on our shows and 
advising on clearance terms for the music videos 
we receive. I am also currently the music and media 
coordinator for all of Comedy Central’s short-form 
international content. This means once a show is 
commissioned, I spend time advising the production 
company about music uses, third-party materials 
and all the paperwork that goes with it.

How did you manage to secure such a 
cool job?
During university I interned to gain as much 
experience as I could. Once I graduated, I temped 
at Live Nation, Shazam and a PR company. About 
six months in, I was approached by a recruiter who 
found my CV online and thought I was the right 
person for the job.

What is working for one of the biggest 
music companies like?
I love working within a huge company. There’re 
always interesting people in the office and exciting 
stuff going on, like show screenings and networking 
events. I’m lucky because the team I work with are 
really supportive and the company offers lots of 
opportunities to develop your career.

What made you want to pursue a career in the music industry?
I’ve always loved live events - especially music and theatre - and so I knew from a young age it was 
something I had to be a part of. I was introduced to a production company through a mutual friend and 
began working as a runner on TV productions, music videos and award shows which proved to be hard 
but great fun. From there, I found the Music Business course at BIMM and realised the music industry 
was where I had to work.

How has your time at BIMM aided you in your job?
The course provided me with a strong music business foundation which broadened my opportunities 
when leaving. Whilst getting real experience is extremely important, I wouldn’t have been offered the 
job if I didn’t have good knowledge of copyright and the industry as a whole.

What was the best piece of advice you were given at BIMM? 
Make use of the pool of talent that is available to you. There are so many talented people that you 
share the corridors with.
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How did you decide to become a 
drummer?
At the age of 12, my brother started a 
band and it all sounded so cool; I had to 
get involved. I started by learning guitar, 
but it wasn’t for me. Then I tried the drums 
and that was so much fun that I carried 
on until today. Now things have come full 
circle, as my brother and I formed our 
band, Lark, together.

What are your main musical 
influences?
I grew up listening to metal, specifically 
Gojira, Deftones, Mastodon and Opeth. I 
still listen to these today. Later on, I got into 
70s rock like Jimi Hendrix, Pink Floyd as 
well as more recent acts, like Rival Sons. I 
discovered a lot of doom and stoner when 
I was in my previous band, Bright Curse, 
through bands like Baroness and Graveyard. 
I listen to tons of Foo Fighters, too. All those 
periods and bands in uence how I write and 
play today.

What is the most important thing you 
learnt at BIMM?
Two things come to mind which I learnt during 
Live Performance workshops and Artist 

evelopment classes: first, you always have to 
aim to write the best song you possibly can. 
Also, a great team around the band is vital.

How do you find teaching, how does it 
compare to, say, session work?
Both are pretty intense as I’ve had high 
pressure sessions as well as really challenging 
students. I have more experience as a teacher 
though, so I find that easier.

What are your plans and goals 
with Lark?
Lark is a young band, and we have a lot of 
work ahead of us. Our top priority until the end 
of 2018 is to bring Lark to the stage - we are 
very determined to start playing live. We’ve 
been working hard to find the right promoter. 
We’re also writing new music and designing 
merch, which I’m very excited about.

BIMM London graduate Zach Mizzi talks to Dom Gargyan 
about being a professional drums tutor, his uni years and 

joining forces with his brother to form prog metal outfit Lark.
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